Sieva™

Large Panel Wall System

A Surface Systems® Product
UL Listed
Class A
Class A
Class C

Looks that stop traffic.
Get on with it.
Great looking Sieva walls Pre-engineered reveals make
stand up to the demands of installation a breeze.
heavy traffic.

Make a clean sweep.
The easy to clean HPL
surface is a winner every time.

Remain cool.
Sieva panels have earned
multiple fire ratings to meet
even the toughest requirements for public spaces.

Beauty endures.

Make a bold statement
Sieva™ Large Panel Wall System is a durable High Pressure Laminate (HPL) wall system
using 7/16” thick large sized panels for an easy, stable and secure installation. Four different
reveal options and multiple panel sizes and configurations provide the template for artistic
wall design, easily and affordably.

Mix colors and patterns for a unique design.

Digitally Printed Graphics and HPL Panels
combine to create a durable, yet beautiful wall.

System Information
Panel Sizes - Individual panel sizes up to 4’x10’. Can be fabricated at the factory or job site.
Panel Thickness - 7/16”
Panel Construction - HPL Faced, MDF core, balancing backer
Fire Ratings - UL Listed Class A, Class A, Class C

Finish Options
High Pressure Laminates

High Pressure Laminates are available in hundreds of finishes from the Industy’s leading manufacturers.

(above) HPL is a perfect choice for high traffic areas such
as lobbies and waiting areas.
(left) Mix with other Marlite Wall Systems to create
show stopping feature walls. This installation uses
Sieva™ AND Myriad™ Wall Systems.

Reveal Options

Trim Options

CP-3 1/16” Hidden Reveal
(Black Only)

CP-6 1/16” Slim Reveal

CP-4 3/4” Retro Reveal

CP-7 Bold Insert Reveal

CP-270
Edge Cap Molding

CP-280
Edge/Inside Corner

CP-90 90º O/C Base
and Cap

Installation
step

step

Attach the CP-280 Edge at bottom
of installation and perimeter trim.

Using adhesive, install the panel
and reveal.

step

step

Secure the panels and add
horizontal reveal.

step

Add panels and reveal hardware
and trim.

Create the finely detailed look of
custom millwork.

For complete installation instruction visit www.marlite.com
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